AIR CYL

VALVE

AIR TANK

BRAKE HANDLE

USE THIS HOLE FOR
SCALE TRUCK POSITION
AND BODY MOUNT COUPLERS

THIS HOLE FOR
TRUCK MOUNTED
COUPLERS

TRIM THIS PORTION
OF M/T TRUCK PIN
TO ABOUT HALF LENGTH

CUT AWAY END BEAM TO CLEAR
TRUCK MOUNTED COUPLER SWING

Clean up castings as necessary to remove flash, etc. Glue steps under corners
of car frame - note steps are handed.
Glue brake items as shown. If using body
mount couplers use the inner truck
mounting hole as shown, this is the correct spacing. But if you are using truck
mounted couplers use the outer hole. You
will also need to remove some of the end
frame to allow coupler swing. The amount
depends on the minimum radius of your
curves. The trucks are only available with
couplers, For body mounts. It is straight
forward to cut off the couplers and use
them mounted on the body. This avoids
having to buy additional couplers.

This car is fitted with trucks in the scale position, and with body mounted
couplers

For comparison, this car is fitted with truck mounted couplers

Recommended trucks/couplers are heavy
duty Buckeye trucks Microtrains® #1173
[003 02 112]

(trucks nearer end of car)
The cars look much better with the trucks in the correct position, and
body mount couplers work fine on 12" radius curves.
Holes are provided to mount trucks in either position.
Shown with M1A2 tank tied down, in service. The DODX car will take two M1 tanks
[Tank and tie-down chains not supplied]

Decals for these cars are available from:
Cal North, 24 Butler Road, YELLOWKNIFE, NT,
Canada X1A 3P9
email: cpr27@internorth.com
Decals for four cars in two styles per sheet
or from
Roland Ruesch email: helveticarr@aol.com
http://usloki.tripod.com/freight.htm
Decals for four cars per sheet

PULL HERE
JACK HERE
(and down
pointing arrow)

DODX 40258

Contact us at sales@nscalekits.com
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1 1/2 INCH H.F. L 68-0
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1 1/2 INCH H.F.
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COMP SHOES

Truck C/L

Truck C/L
Circle with
upward pointing
arrow

WHITE STRIPES. These show the position of
tank wheels. Center stripe is center wheel of a single M1A2 tank.
Outer stripes are the position of the end wheels when two tanks are loaded
(Yellow stripes are for smaller tanks)

www.nscalekits.com

